Abstract. -The size segregation phenomenon of granular materials in a two-dimensional rotating drum is simulated very efficiently using a simplified deterministic model. We demonstrate ergodicity in the sense that the statistical properties of a particle trajectory reflect the behaviour of the whole assembly. Segregation is shown to occur in a bidisperse system even if the radii of the particles are very similar (ratio as big as 0.9).
Since Oyama's pioneering experiments in 1939 [l] it has been well known that particles of different sizes tend to accumulate in different regions in a partially fdled cylinder rotating around its horizontal symmetry axis, Recent experiments [2-41 show that radial segregation occurs also in two dimensions. That is, the smaller particles assemble into an inner core of the filling. Clbment, Duran and Rajchenbach [3] recorded the trajectory of a single particle of different size in an otherwise monodisperse granular medium. The experimental set-up for tracing the position of a coloured or illuminating particle by a videocamera, and evaluating the record by digital image processing is easily accessible, and highly automationable. They showed that a single small particle will more likely be found in the middle of the packing than at the container wall, demonstrating that segregation is not a collective effect requiring a certain density of small particles.
Many parameters are involved in this process, such as size, shape, mass, friction forces, rotating velocity, filling of the drum, etc. Some of them should be more important than others, thus the question naturally arises: what is the minimal model, which captures the essential physics? Moreover, one would like to know to what extent the trajectory of a tagged particle reflects the behaviour of the whole assembly quantitatively.
To simulate size segregation in a rotating drum, we developed a computationally very efficient model [5, 6] , which we call <<bottom-to-top restructuring. (BTR). Our results demonstrate that geometrical effects alone lead to size segregation. Furthermore, we show that the motion of a single particle is -ergodic,, in the sense that the statistical properties of a trajectory in a 1: 1 mixture of big and small particles are very similar to those of the whole assembly.
Our simulations are based on a modified version of Jullien, Meakin and Pavlovitch's model [7, 8] , which was introduced to simulate size segregation in vertically shaken granular media. The common root is a continuous version of the ballistic deposition model [9] which has been studied by several authors in the context of surface roughening. Let us imagine that discs are deposited one by one along randomly chosen vertical trajectories onto a surface. When a disc touches the surface for the first time, it takes the path of steepest descent until it reaches a local minimum. In this minimum it gets stuck forever, thereby changing the local surface. Inertia and elasticity are neglected, thus bouncing of the discs or structural relaxation are forbidden. These conditions could be regarded as the limit of large static friction and low-energy restitution coefficient (inelastic collisions). Figure la) shows a typical initial configuration of a rotating drum simulation, which was obtained by depositing discs of two sizes in the way described above.
Rotation is implemented in the following way: first, the whole packing is rotated rigidly by a small angle A+ d 1". The next step is to list all the discs in order of increasing heights of their centres. All discs are allowed to relax to the nearest local minimum sequentially from bottom to top ignoring the presence of higher particles. This is reasonable if the particles move either on parallel trajectories, or if the system allows for sufficient dilatancy that higher particles easily give way to lower ones. It turns out that the dynamics in a rotating drum fulfils these physical conditions, the bulk being essentially rigidly rotated and large displacements occurring mainly via avalanches at the surface of the packing. In order to prevent small and large discs from slipping back into their original positions or from exchanging places after the rigid rotation, the drum has to be &icky. at the bottom. Physically this corresponds to the fact that for small slopes the static friction at the wall is larger than the tangential component of the gravitation force.
Note that the size of the elementary rigid rotation, A+, is not related to the angular velocity in a real experiment, as the model provides no natural units linking the simulation update to an experimental time interval. In fact, the neglect of inertial effects means that the model describes the limit of very small angular velocity, no matter what the precise value of A+ is. This value has to be chosen for computational convenience: if it is too small, the computational time increases unnecessarily, while too large values result in unphysical effects.
The absence of an implicit time scale and the restrictions on friction and energy restitution mentioned above limit the applicability of our model. These limitations are absent in molecular-dynamics simulations [lo] . The BTR algorithm is a minimal model, which reveals the role of geometry in a complex mixture of dynamical effects. An additional benefit of the simplification is a superior computational efficiency compared to molecular-dynamics calculations.
With this simple and fast BTR algorithm we could reproduce the size segregation in a wide parameter range [5, 6] . Figure l b ) shows the configuration after three revolutions of the drum. In accordance with the experiments [2,41, we obtain radial segregation already within the first one. Further results, e.g. about the structural properties of a monodisperse filling, will be published elsewhere [HI.
In this paper we concentrate on establishing the tagged-particle method and applying it to the segregation phenomenon. Thus we restrict our analysis to a bidisperse system which is slightly less than half filled. One half of the particles has a radius rl = 1 .O, the other half has a smaller radius r, < rl. Figure 2a) shows a trajectory which was obtained by following a tagged small disc with r, = 0.5 during 55 revolutions, while in fig. 2b ) the trajectory of a tagged large disc is plotted. Both trajectories consist of roughly circular sections inside the packing and of straight parts down the surface. The latter ones constitute the avalanche region which is about 3 large-particle diameters wide. We separate the two regions by the heavy line ( fig.2 ). Its slope equals the average angle of repose (62.4" in this case). The intersection point of the separating line is chosen such that the downward slides are all contained in the avalanche region. The angle of repose varies systematically for different ratios of particle sizes and for different elementary rotation steps (for a detailed analysis of this question see ref. [l] ). Segregation manifests itself clearly to the left of the separating line: the small disc prefers the middle region of the fdling ( fig.2a)) , the large one moves rather in the outer part of the drum (fig. 2b) ). Qualitatively this agrees with the results of [3] , where all particles apart from the tagged one had the same size.
To characterize the segregation quantitatively, we investigated the probability density P(m) of finding the tagged particle at a given distance m from the centre of the drum. Only the parts to the left of the heavy lines in fig. 2 were evaluated. We divided the disc segment into concentric shells of width w, and took the histogram H(mJ of finding the particle in the i-th shell of medium distance mi from the centre of the drum: Zi is derived from elementary geometrical relations. Figure 3a) shows this probability densities for the small and for the large tagged disc as well. The statistics is based on trajectories of 500 revolutions (l). The curves for the small and the large particles are markedly different from each other, and from the initial density profile (solid line). The oscillations near the wall in the case of the large disc are the consequence of the almost deterministic upward motion in close-packed layers in the lower part of the drum (cf. fig. lb) ) and can be seen only for small bin widths (dotted line). This is to be compared with the density profiles ~( m ) plotted in fig. 3b ). They were obtained by measuring the numbers of small or large discs, respectively, in the shells defined above, accumulating them over 180 statistically independent configurations, and normalizing them as in eq. (2). To ensure statistical independence of the configurations used, we let 200 steps pass between two measurements. (As the drum is nearly half-filled, half a revolution, i.e. -180 steps in ow simulations results in a total shuffling of all particles.) The oscillations in the density profile of the larger discs (resolved again with small bin widths) are the consequence of the close-packed structure near the drum wall. The density profiles are in perfect agreement with the probability density functions derived from the single trajectories. We stress that this is not at all trivial: no physical reason rules out that, e.g., a small particle might be trapped somewhere in the segregation cloud.
The single-trajectory statistics gives compelling evidence for segregation in the investigated range 0.5 d r, < 0.9. As an example, fig. 4 shows the radial probability density for a tagged particle of radius r, = 0.9 in a bidisperse system. As before the probability (l) The computing time for 500 revolutions of a system of fig. 1 is approximately 21 hours on an IBM-Rise 355 workstation. density does not remain a uniform distribution Po = C l i P ( m i ) / C li. However, the segregation is weaker now, in the sense that the redistribution of the probability
is a decreasing function of the ratio of the particle radii, see fig. 5a ). From just inspecting a plot similar to fig. lb) we were not able to tell if any segregation still occurs for r, = 0.9.
Again we want to show that the analysis of the single-particle trajectory represents the statistical behaviour of the whole system. As an alternative indicator of segregation we measured the centre-of-mass separation A for different binary mixtures [6]:
where r denotes the centre of mass of the small discs, and R denotes the centre of mass of the whole assembly. Constant density of the disc material was assumed. Clearly A has to be zero if there is no segregation. Generically, A must be positive when a segregation cloud is A = I r -R I ,
..j The average separation decreases monotonically when the size ratio increases. This is in complete agreement with the change of the radial probability densities of a tagged small disc.
All of our results show that segregation is present in the regime rs/ri d 0.9.
The mechanism for segregation in a rotating drum is based on surface flow in the avalanche region. Small particles get stuck in niches along the incline more likely than big ones, hence accumulate in the middle region. Imagine two large discs on the surface touching each other under an angle of less than 60" with the vertical. Then another large disc rolling down over them cannot be stopped. Given a certain angle +, the niche can only accommodate smaller discs up to a maximal radius, which vanishes for angles smaller than 30". As driven diffusive systems with driving parallel to the surface in general have very smooth surfaces [12] , one is inclined to believe that there should be a critical size ratio of the discs above which there is no segregation. However, our results suggest that such a critical ratio is absent. We conclude that the surface must be surprisingly rough as the average angle $ is close to 30". A further investigation of the slope fluctuations is in progress[lll.
In summary, we showed that the BTR model reproduces well the size segregation phenomenon of a bidisperse collection of discs in a two-dimensional slowly rotating drum. We found that geometrical effects exclusively lead to size separation in this model. The dynamics of grains in real experimental systems are certainly more complicated, including friction forces, inertial effects, collective organization, etc., but we think that geometrical factors play a crucial role in such systems as well. Moreover, we demonstrated that the time-averaged statistical properties of single trajectories are closely related to the ones of the whole assembly. This gives a powerful tool for experimental or numerical studies of similar phenomena.
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